Lexi v0.03 Walkthrough
This update takes us through Day4, and has over 400 new images.
The volume of the sound effects can now be adjusted in the Preferences
menu.
At times I use image sequences that are easy to miss if you click to fast.
Starting in v0.03, I will note that the next click will be an image sequence by
placing (seq) at the end of the dialog preceding the sequence.
(NOTE: Any choice marked that * in the walkthrough will be skipped if “Single
Choice Buttons” is disabled.)

Day1
Home from rehab:
Leave*

Hotel Room:
Go To Room*
Call Parker*
Answer Phone*
Ask Her or Not Interested If you ask Chelsea to have a drink with you,
there is a kissing scene in the hotel room later. This also opens a
relationship with Chelsea, and a date with extras for a future update. For
those expecting to see the sex scene from the demo, I wasn’t happy with
the quality of the scene even in a higher resolution. It will return in the
near future and hopefully will look much better. I also liked the idea of
this scene moving to a different location and point in time. Trust me…I’ll
make it worth the wait.

Bar and Hotel Room:

Lets Go If the MC keeps drinking, he will pass out and wake up the
next day. Additionally the planned date with Chelsea will not happen.
Bathroom*
I’m free of Laura (if you want to continue a relationship with
Chelsea)
Go To Bed*

Day2
Interview with Sarah:
Wake up, Take a shower
What did the police say
How are the letters addressed
What about an ex-boyfriend
I Understand (+ 1 Trust Sarah)
What do they say
Lexi’s Age
Is Lexi Scared
Tell the truth (+2 Trust)
Yes (+2 Trust) answering No here will cause a Game Over condition.

Meeting Lexi:
Door Bell*

Granny Panties, Thong, or Commando.
Why the master bedroom
Husband’s job
Meet Lexi*
Look. If you choose to look the MC will gain +1 Kaylee Lust, and +2
Kaylee Playful. If you choose not to look, the MC will only gain +1
Kaylee Lust.
Sarcastic response (+1 Lust Lexi and +1 Lust Kaylee) If you choose
to ignore her, Kaylee looses 1 point of lust.

Changing
There are no choices in the in this scene because it is Lexi and Kaylee
only. However if you have the extras pack the scene will run longer with
some bonus images.

Pool:
Listen In. Your choice here will determine what scene plays before the
club. If you want to maximize the love and trust points for Lexi, I
recommend “Listen In”.

Kitchen:
Tell her off (+1 Lexi Lust, +1 Kaylee Lust, +1 Kaylee Playful, +1 Lexi
Angry) If you choose to ignore her, Kaylee will think you’re a push over,
and the MC will lose 1 Kaylee Lust point.

Club:
You’re a big girl. If you choose “You’re a big girl, an extra scene in
the club will play. If you choose “You’ve had enough” the club scene
will end.

The Alley:
There are two possible scenes that could play here, depending on what
the player chose at the pool scene.
If the player chose to Listen In at the pool scene, the girls will be
rescued before Lexi is traumatized. (+5 Trust, both girls)(+2 Love, both
girls)
If the player chose not to listen in, the girls are more traumatized and
the player gains less love and trust points. (+1 Trust both girls, +1 Love
both girls) However Kaylee gains a certain fetish fantasy (+5 Lust
Kaylee)
Take Responsibility. (+5 trust, both girls)(+2 Love, both girls) If you
chose to tell Sarah the truth, the MC will gain +5 Trust Sarah. However
the MC will lose 1 Love and 1 Trust from both girls.

Kitchen after attack:
Tease her (+2 Love Lexi)
Stay with her (+1 Lexi Love)
Make her Smile (+1 Lexi Love)
Its Understandable: if you blamed the girls (not the recommended
route) (+1 Sarah Trust)
Reassure Her: if you took the recommended route of taking
responsibility for the attack. (+1 Sarah Trust)

Day 3
Kitchen the Next Morning:
“It looks good on you” (+1 Love Lexi)
“I Don’t Think So”
Tease Her: (She gets pissed off, but it also slightly increases her
attraction to the MC +1 Lust)

Drive:
“Are you sure you wanna hear this?” (+1 Love)
“I fixed a fight” (+1 Trust)

Gym Scene:
“Let’s try that again”
Help Her (+2 Trust)
Waist (+2 Trust, +2 Comfort)

Driving:
What’s in it for me? (+1 Lust)
Mess with her (+1 Love) or Treat her normal (-1 Anger)

Shopping:
Talk to Lainey
Fine (+1 Love Lexi) or No Thanks (+1 Love Kaylee) if you choose
“No Thanks” Kaylee will get very flirty and show Lexi how to tease.
Lexi or Kaylee (+1 Love for whichever one you choose)

If you choose Kaylee:
Close the door
Just a little peek
Stop
Pick any combination of dresses
Pay for it (+2 Love Lexi)

If you choose Lexi:
Close the door
Keep looking
Stop
Compliment Her (+2 Love)
Pick any combination of dresses
Pay for it (+2 Love Lexi)

Dinner Scene:
The dinner scene is all about the storyline. It has no choices, but is fun
to watch.

Bedroom:
Hug Her (+1 Love, +3 Comfort)

Day 4
Morning:
Go to kitchen*

Pool Game:
Compliment Her (+1 Love Lexi)
This will cause Kaylee to get Jealous and want attention from the MC.
Later on she will send nude pics to the MC’s phone. This is the first of
three conditions that must be met for her to send the nude pics.
You’re on
This is the second event that must be met to receive nude pics from
Kaylee. Additionally, this will trigger a call from the MC’s bookie (in
a later update). It’s important to note that choosing not to bet will skip
the rest of the pool game, which is a big chunk of this update.

How to play the pool game:
You can choose to bet 50 or 100.
After choosing your bet, the MC will break. Then with each
shot, Kaylee will try to distract the MC. If you choose to look,
you miss the shot. There are 5 shots the MC can take, and you
can look twice and still win the game. However there is a catch.
If you look three times, you lose the game, but Kaylee will send
nude pics to the MC later if you also made her jealous by
complimenting Lexi earlier in the scene.

Lunch:
Shortly after arriving Kaylee will send nude pics if the
following conditions were met.
• You complimented Lexi in the pool game
• You choose to bet on the pool game
• And you lost the pool game
“Who’s (Player Name) Nash”
This is the first choice need to open the Kiko route. If you don’t
like Kiko, you can close her relationship with the MC by
choosing “I’m not him”
“She’s cute”
This is the second choice need to open the Kiko route.

Movie Night:
Straw Dogs or Gone With The Wind: (+1 love for the Lexi if
GWTW, or +1 love Kaylee if Straw Dogs)
The choice of movie will determine what girl is in the last scene
of the day.
They’ve been great (+1 Lexi Trust)
I just realized that I need to make a walkthrough for those who
want to be on Sarah’s route, which will come later. For Lexi’s
route I recommend this choice. The other option is to tell on her,
which will gain you +2 Sarah Trust, and -1 Lexi’s trust. That
option will be useful for Sarah’s route later.
Sit with Lexi or Sit with Kaylee: (+1 love for the girl you sit
with)
The choice of which girl to sit with is independent of what
movie you choose.
Part of me wants to give you guys a little bit of a guide as to
what will happen if you choose whatever movie, and sit with
whatever girl, but there are four ways this can play, and I think
you guys will enjoy them all. 
Let her continue

This choice is only available if you sit with Kaylee
Cum (+6 lust Kaylee)
This choice is only available if you sit with Kaylee

Security Check:
Check on her

